Resolution: 21-FS-16
Title: A Resolution to Support the Spring Semester Meeting Modality Change to Hybrid
Introduced by: President Hugentobler       Introduced on: November 20, 2021

THE COUNCIL OF GRADUATE STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACTS:

WHEREAS, It is important to provide adequate notice for a change in the modality of meetings; and,

RECOGNIZING, The importance of facilitating connections through in-person meetings, therefore be it,

RESOLVED, The COGS Full Council authorizes the meeting modality to be switched to hybrid (with in person and online options) for attendance beginning at the first Full Council Meeting of the Spring Semester; and be it,

RESOLVED, This decision may be reversed in the event that University policies change to restrict in person meetings OR on the vote of the Full Council; and be it further,

RESOLVED, This resolution will take effect at the end of the Full Council meeting in which it was adopted.

VOTED ON: 11/17/2021

VOTE TOTALS:

_____34_____FOR
_____1_____AGAINST
_____2_____ABSTAIN

__________________________
Recording Secretary

__________________________
President